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Abstract

Motivation: The role of corporations in the modern economy is extremely important, in addition, the widely observed oligopolistic markets gave birth to the need for the formulation of the theoretical concept of undertaking explanatory way of large companies, with particular emphasis on the basic objective of the company and the role they play in the markets. The aim of the work is to present alternatives to the traditional neoclassical concept of enterprises, management theory and their critical assessment, as well as an indication of the application values of managerial recognition proceedings of enterprises with an emphasis on the form of its operation. In this work there were presented mainly the views of O.E. Williamson, on the aggregate concept of operation of the company in the light of the theory of transaction costs.

Aim: The aim of the article is the analysis of enterprise under the new institutional economics in respect of management science, and to show the intermingling of economics and management, and an attempt to justify the need of their connection. In the article there has been used the world literature and it has been examined for adequacy and being up-to-date to the theme proposed in the article.

Results: Most of the discussion in the mainstream of new institutional economics provides indications on the ways and means of raising the efficiency of the sector by striving to achieve aka the institutional balance. New institutional economics offers a fresh look at the decision-making process in organizations; it shows the complexity of this process and indicates the items that have not been previously included, and whose role in this process can be significant. Institutional analysis applies to phenomena and processes, which occur in organizations and its use can lead to beneficial results for them.
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1. Introduction

R. Coase in his well-known paper on the nature of the firm, argued that organizations exist because they offer a better way of managing risk that is inherent in certain market transactions for resources. R. Coase argued, in effect, that the existence of firms suggests that hierarchical coordination of certain kinds of resources exchanges within organizations results in lower costs that bear the risk of using markets for coordinating those exchanges. R. Coase’s ideas were extended by economist O.E. Williamson, who developed the ‘transaction cost’ framework for explaining why certain economic exchanges are coordinated within organizations rather than through the markets. (Sanchez & Heene, 2004).

2. A review of the literature on the new institutional economics in the management approach

Economic, social and environmental are the three aspects of economic crisis that begun in the mid-2007 and has lasted, with more or less force, to the present day. The economic crisis in the financial markets and banks has its analogue not only in crisis of economics, but also in the science of management. The teachings of management thinking need the transformation from monism to pluralism and the engagement of ideas of many different directions of thought in the management, finance and economics. The social context of economics is bringing it close to social psychology, political science and law. The mainstream theory gets two important developments through institutional terminology. The first, economics gains a pluralist methodological perspective as long as the social context of economics explaining economic behaviour has been transferred to economics. The second, economics will have a chance to produce mainstream theory’s ideas and economic policy of its own by approaching the social context which has lost (Orhan, 2016, p. 206). The above can be explained by the popularity of new institutional economics including the possibility of its influence on the development of management sciences. It can be concluded that the new institutional economy is dominated by thinking about governance in the 21st century. Scientific research was of great interest in constitutional economics and political economy, which, together with the closely related areas of the broadly understood new institutional economy, will become more dominant in the next century (Buchanan, 1991). The new institutional economy is trying to take into account the phenomena and problems that bring about economic development. It recognizes the need to reduce transaction costs, which may be due to an increased complexity of business processes. The new institu-
tional economy devotes much attention to the enterprise and here the proposed changes are the greatest. This has shifted the focus of the research problem from the analysis of the generation and allocation of resources to the coordination of activities within the company and its relations with the environment. O.E. Williamson (1986), defined the essence of the changes in the enterprise. According to the new institutional economics, the concept of a company as a production function has replaced or extended the concept of the company as a management structure (Boehlke, 2010).

The essence of the economics of strategic management can be considered in two dimensions. The first is the content dimension. It stems from the fact that the overwhelming scope of content defining the management process is strictly economic, or it refers more or less to economic matter. An important property of this matter is its plasticity, which stimulates progress in strategic management and in this sense permeates permanently into the theory and practice of shaping business development. The example of this may be the adoption of transaction cost concepts and the growing popularity of institutional economics (R. Coase) and neoinstitutional economics (O.E. Williamson), which may also be inspirational in the area of strategic management. In the O.E. Williamson operationalization of Coasian transactions cost analysis, a hierarchical organization is a method for controlling opportunism in the presence of bounded rationality and asset specificity (Davidson et al., 2016, p. 16). Another example of saturating the management of content derived from the economic trend is the resource approach. Fundamentals of today’s leading strategic management school, initiated by J. Barney (1991), was born in the 50s of the 20th century in the works of economists such as E. Penrose or K.J. Arrow, and the main idea is derived from D. Ricardo.

The second dimension of compounds with the high development potential and increased impact of the economy on strategic management in the future is a methodological dimension. The basics of cognitive goals and practical goals of strategic management have never been the strong ones. Relatively modest management output when it comes to developing your own research methods limits its applicability. Ephemeral metaphors, archetypes, paradoxes, or the use of specific cases as a pattern of conduct leave some inadequate workmanship. For example, from the analysis and strategic planning stage up to the stage of verification of the effects of the implemented strategy, the procedures used there, economic algorithms, their logic and compactness are still an attractive area for conceptual use.

The question of vertical integration — which stages of the value chain should be included within a firm’s boundaries and why — has been studied by many schools for almost 100 years (Barney & Hesterly, 2010). The reason why this question has been of such interest was first articulated by the Nobel prize-winning economist R. Coase. In a famous article originally published in 1937, R. Coase asked a simple question: given how efficiently markets can be used to organize economic exchanges among thousands, even hundreds of thou-
sands, of separate individuals, why should markets, as a method for managing economic exchanges, ever be replaced by firms? In markets, almost as if by magic, A. Smith’s ‘invisible hand’ coordinates the quantity and quality of goods and services produced with the quantity and quality of goods and services demanded through the adjustment of prices—all without a centralized controlling authority. However, in firms, centralized bureaucrats monitor and control subordinates who, in turn, battle with each other for ‘turf’ and control of inefficient internal ‘fiefdoms’.

Although the term capitalist economy often refers to the market economy, it actually consists of two forms of economic organization. The first is a market mechanism in which individuals and companies make independent decisions that are determined by price movements. The second is the management mechanism of companies, where decisions on production and allocation of resources are made by the management. What determines which actions should be taken by company forces and which by market? R. Coase replies that the relative cost is decisive. Markets do not work cost-free. Costs of exploration include the purchase or sale, the costs of negotiating and preparing the contract, the costs of monitoring the correctness of the terms of the contract, the costs of the arbitration, the costs of the litigation are just some examples of costs included in transaction costs (Grant, 2010).

It has become a widespread policy to organize multi-business firms into strategic business units (SBUs). This organizational structure is often referred to as the M-form (Williamson, 1975). Each strategic business unit is given the responsibility to serve the particular demands of one business area. The business units are labelled ‘strategic’; each is driven by its own business level strategy. The challenge for managers is to find the most effective and efficient forms of integration between two or more separate business units. Three key integration mechanisms can be distinguished (Wit & Meyer, 2010): centralization, coordination and standardization.

Much attention in the literature has been paid to the issue of vertical integration of activities. It is also referred to as ‘internalization’ because firms decide to perform activities inside the firm, instead of dealing with outside suppliers and buyers. In general, companies will strive to integrate upstream or downstream activities where one or more of the following conditions are deemed important (Wit & Meyer, 2010): operational coordination, increased bargaining power learning curve advantages, implementing system-wide changes and avoidance of transaction costs. Reaching a deal with a supplier or a buyer and transferring the goods or services to the required location may be accompanied by significant direct costs. These contracting costs can include the expenses of negotiations, drawing up a contract, financial transfers, packaging distribu-

---

1 The coordination role of the market mechanism referred to as the ‘invisible hand’, according to A. Smith, of 18th century economist, does not require conscious planning.

2 A. Chandler (1977), described the administrative mechanism as the ‘visible hand’ because according to him, the coordination involves the active planning.
tions and insurance. Add to these the search costs, required to locate and analyse potential new suppliers or buyers, as well as the policing costs, which are incurred to check whether the contract is being met according to expectations and to take actions against those parties not living up to their contractual responsibilities. If a firm vertically integrates, many of these costs can be avoided, leading to potential savings (Williamson, 1975). Firms with stronger technological capabilities face a higher risk of appropriation from exchange partners, and may therefore continue to prefer vertical integration, even in contexts where high political risks increase the institutional costs of hierarchical governance (Dorobantu et al., 2016, p. 121).

One of the most important frameworks for making choices about whether or not to vertically integrate is called transaction cost economics (Williamson, 1975). Transaction costs economics is based on the assertion that, if a particular exchange is seen as being potentially valuable, then governance mechanisms — whether market, intermediate, or hierarchical have two purposes:

- to minimize the threat that exchange partners will be unfairly exploited in an exchange;
- to do this at the lowest possible cost.

In many economic exchanges, despite strong incentives to cooperate in order to realize these gains from trade, there can also exist strong incentives to cheat. This threat of cheating can exist in any economic exchange, including those managed through market and hierarchical forms of governance. In transaction cost economics, this is called the threat of opportunism (Barney, 2007). Opportunism exists whenever parties who exchange exploit the vulnerabilities of exchange partners. Minimizing the threat of opportunism is not the only thing that exchange partners need to consider. They must also concern themselves with the cost of managing opportunism. Governance is not costless. In general, the more elaborate the form of governance, the greater is the direct cost of governance, that is, the direct costs of market forms of governance are less than the direct cost of intermediate forms of governance, and the direct cost of intermediate forms of governance are less than the direct costs of hierarchical forms of governance. Thus, if all exchange partners have to concern themselves with minimizing the cost of governance in managing their economic exchanges, they would always choose market forms of governance. Exchange partners need to concern themselves with both minimizing the threat of opportunism and minimizing the cost of governance (Williamson, 1975). Thus, rational economic actors will choose just level of governance needed to minimize the threat of opportunism in a particular exchange.

One of the best-known explanations of when vertical integration can be valuable focuses on using vertical integrations to reduce the threat of opportunism (Williamson, 1975). Opportunism exists when a firm is unfairly exploited in an exchange (Walter & Yusen, 2015).

The most common organizational structure for implementing a corporate diversification strategy is the M-form, or multidivisional structure. In the mul-
tidivisional structure, each business that the firm engages in is managed through a division (Barney & Hesterly, 2010, p. 222). Different firms have different names for these divisions — SBUs, business groups or companies. Whatever their names, the divisions in an M-form organization are true profit-and-loss centres: profits and losses are calculated at the level of the division in these firms.

Performance can be compared across business units, resources can be allocated rationally among units, and the performance of the firm is enhanced as a consequence. As O.E. Williamson (1986), has observed: ‘the organization and operation of the large enterprise along the lines of the M-form (multiunit form) favours goal pursuit and least-cost behaviour more nearly associated with the neoclassical profit maximization hypothesis than does the U-form (unitary form) organizational alternative’. The advantages of multiunit firms, however, have proved temporary. Firms have grown, and the problems experienced by unitary firms have reappeared within business units of multiunit firms. Indeed, from the mid-1970s on, there have been indications that driving financial measures downward from the firm as a whole to its business units postpones but does not solve performance measurement problems caused by large size and complexity.

Under the M-form administrative structure, local governments have full budgetary and financial autonomy, including revenue collection autonomy. The role of the central manager is minimal, limiting its oversight to measuring performance and promoting cooperation. However, under the U-form administrative structure, the central government has full budgetary and decision autonomy, and it is the single revenue collection entity. In this arrangement, the role of the local manager is minimal, limiting its actions to implementing policies and programs decided at the center, using resources that are also transferred from the center even if a share of those resources were collected locally (Bustamante, 2016, p. 563).

O.E. Williamson (1986), believed that the unitary form provided the solution to two key problems of co-ordinate order 1. Resource allocation and 2. The resolution of the agency problem. The basic problem of the agency is that the payers (shareholders) require the company to maximize value, while their agents (managers) are more interested in salaries, security and authority. Considering the limited power of shareholders to discipline managers and the weaknesses of management control, the headquarters of a company with a divisional structure can act as an intermediary between shareholders and branch managers and enforce the achievement of the financial goals. When branches are assigned the role of profit centres, financial results can be monitored immediately by the head office, and branch managers may be responsible for operational errors. According to O.E. Williamson (1986), multinational corporations can maximize profit more effectively than specialist firms with significant corporate headquarters advantages over a single management unit, i.e. the corporate headquarters has much better access to information about a company’s operations and it is easier for the inefficient managers to replace inefficient managers.
3. Conclusion

Discussions on the relationship between management sciences and new trends in economics are alive not only in the scientific community but also in managerial practice. It may be believed that not only management science but also neoclassical economics do not keep pace with the increasing complexity of mechanisms in the economy in general, including in enterprises. The world we are in is at least multi-level and multi-channel, not to add multi-zone (Glachant, 2014, p. 172). How does this new institutional approach fit in with neo-classical theory? It begins with the scarcity hence competition postulate; views economics as a theory of choice subject to constraints; employs price theory as an essential part of the analysis of institutions; and sees changes in relative prices as a major force inducing change in institutions (North, 2016, p. 74). All trends in the development of economic and managerial sciences and paradigms often balancing the boundaries of economics, management and finance are a response to growing difficulties in explaining the increasingly dangerous economic phenomena. It may seem that in research little space of management professionals devote various problems to the organizations themselves. Indeed, many doubts have been made in the neoclassical economy, and as detailed within the new institutional economy, the author’s view, the synergy of economic sciences and modern management tools gives relatively good opportunities for a comprehensive description and analysis of the functioning of the enterprise.

The economic crisis has shown how important are regulations, and research by O.E. Williamson, transaction prices showed that the question of what to do and what market you need to be addressed straight-let it does this institution, which allows cheaper to arrange a replacement. But it is also worth mentioning, that some authors claim therefore the path of institutional change is not possible to predict (Dziencek-Kozłowska et al., 2015, p. 16). The role of the State is creating such regulations that will reduce the cost of trade. An example would be the purchase of a plot by the investor in a prestigious district. This involves a risk, there may be some claims, for example, unordered mortgage. Therefore, the buyer spends resources on a good firm, that will check it all through just before transaction commits. They invests a lot before the transaction to reduce the risk. These are the transaction costs. What can the state do? It can lower transaction costs — reduce the cost of ex post, and so the risk of the transaction, given the cost of ex ante, i.e. expenditure on lawyers for checking the status of the proprietary of the ground.

Ending these theoretical considerations, hoping that the practical implications it is worth quoting the seemingly obvious but rich in content: the goal of each transaction is to maximize efficiency while minimizing costs (Williamson, 1990).
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